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WAYPOINT® SOLAR
LIGHTING

Solar Post Cap Options

Easy Battery & Solar
Collector Replacement

GLASS TOPS (4” LIGHTS SHOWN)

Waypoint ® solar lighting is an energy-efficient,
easy way to add illumination to your fence or
railing. Our solar glass post caps and solar
metal post caps do more than simply shed
light on a project, they add an intimate glow
and a dramatic accent. Our solar lighting
products require no external wiring. They’re
available in a wide array of popular designs
for use with four-inch and five-inch posts, and
they’re remarkably easy to install.

Glass Top

- Stained - 4” or 5” - 3-1/2” adaptor is available
for wood or metal post applications

The solar collector
simply lifts up from
the glass topper.
No need to remove
entire light. You will
now have access to
replace batteries and
or solar collector as
needed.

Harvest

Forest

Sunflower

With Waypoint ® solar lighting, you get a clean,
stylish appearance and a level of innovation
you simply can’t find anywhere else. We’ve
developed high efficiency solar circuitry so
the lights remain illuminated longer. Our
improved dual-LED bulbs provide greater
illumination and a stronger accent. An angled
reflector below the bulbs directs more light
through our exclusive beveled-glass. Dual
rechargeable batteries boost energy storage
capacity to provide longer illumination time
and battery replacement is simple—there’s
no need to remove the lights from the posts.

Grape

SOLID TOPS (5” LIGHTS SHOWN)

- Metal Plated - Solid Colors - 4” or 5”

Metal Top / Natural Top

- 3-1/2” adaptor is available for wood or
metal post applications
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Black
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Run your finger under
the edge of the cap
and feel for the rough
spot (A).
Firmly pressing inward
on
one
adjacent
side of the housing,
while also pulling
upward on the topper,
releases the peg
(B) from the hole
(C), (Lifting up). No
need to remove the
entire light. You will
now have access
to replace batteries
or solar collector;
spread tabs (D).

Matching post caps and low voltage lighting
caps are also available. When integrated with
Waypoint ® solar lighting, they offer an even
higher level of design flexibility. It’s that flexibility,
plus the attractive styling and unrivaled quality,
that make Waypoint ® the industry’s finest solar
light offering.
To find out more today, please visit our website
to view our complete assortment of fence and
rail accessories.

Copper

Stainless
*ALL LIGHTS SHOWN WITH BLACK OR WHITE FRAME
BUT ARE AVAILABLE IN OTHER COLORS.

Process is the same no matter color or size of light.
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Lighting color and intensity of solar lighting may not match
low voltage lighting color and intensity.

